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Organic solar cells have attracted extensive attention as a promising approach for 
cost-effective photovoltaic devices. However, organic solar cell has disadvantage of low power 
conversion efficiency in comparison with other type of solar cell, due to the recombination 
ratio of hole and electron is too large in the active layer. Thus we have change the surface 
structure of PEDOT:PSS layers to improve the current density by colloidal lithography method 
using various-size of polystyrene sphere. The two types of coating method were applied to 
fabricate the different pattern shape and height, such as spin coating and drop casting. Using 
the organic solvent, we easily eliminate the PS sphere and could make the varied pattern 
shapes by controlling the wet etching time. Also we have measured the electrical properties 
of patterned PEDOT:PSS film to check whether it is suitable for organic photovoltaics.  
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I. Introduction

Organic electronic devices based on π-conjugated 

polymers have a lot of attention in vast field including 

organic photovotaics (OPVs) [1,2], radio frequency tags 

[3], memory for low-end data storage in smart cards [4] 

and organic light emitting diode (OLED) for full-color 

flat panel displays [5]. Among π-conjugated polymers, 

poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene)/poly (4-styrene sul-

fonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) is one of the most widely used 

materials in the field of organic electronics. PEDOT:PSS 

has been used to fabricate neural electrodes [6], flexible 

photovoltaics [7] as well as batteries [8] because of its 

promising properties such as mechanically flexible, op-

tical transparency and possibility of high conductivity. 

In case of OPVs, over the past few years, there are many 

report against the efficiency improved after patterning 

of PEDOT:PSS film used as a hole collection layer in the 

organic solar cells. Surface structures, such as periodic 

gratings, surface patterns, or rough surfaces [9,10] can 

enhance the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell 

by elongating the optical path of incident light inside the 

absorber material, creating light trapping geometries or 

causing Bragg scattering at periodic photonic crystal 

geometries. To pattern π-conjugated polymers, differ-

ent methods have been previously reported and can be 

broadly divided into either reactive or non-reactive 

processes [11]. Reactive methods usually involve radia-
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tion to locally initiate a chemical reaction in a polymer 

or precursor-polymer film [12,13], while non-reactive 

patterning methods involve lithographic techniques 

[14-16] to pattern a polymer in its final form without the 

requirement of further chemical or thermal treatments. 

To date, a range of methods have been developed to fab-

ricate textured PEDOT:PSS thin film, including direct 

laser interference patterning [17,18], soft lithographic 

technique [19-23], photolithographic patterning [24]. 

However above mentioned methods have some problems 

such as cost-expensive, complication of procedure and 

limitation of large area. In particular, laser irradiation 

patterning methods cause to surface damage of films. H. 

Y. Wei at al was propose the solution process by tem-

plate assisted colloidal lithography including nanobowl 

structures [25,26]. Accordance with this report, pattern 

of PEDOT:PSS film seems to periodically well made and 

efficiency improved significantly. However, this new ap-

proach involve multiple processes, are prone to surface 

contamination.

For this reason, we have approach a simple sol-

ution-process to fabricate the patterned PEDOT:PSS 

thin films having different widths and depths by using 

the two different coating methods. One is the spin coat-

ing process and another one is drop cast after elimi-

nates the upper layer on the PS spheres. This method 

may promise to the experimentally simple, non-de-

structive to the morphologies and cost-efficiency.

II. Experimental Details

1. Synthesis of PS sphere

Monodisperse PS colloidal spheres of 800, 1,200, and 

1,800 nm diameter with a polydispersity of less than 3% 

were synthesized by using the emulsifier free emulsion 

polymerization method as described previously [27]. 

Typically, under gentle magnetic stirring, 13 mL (12.1 g) 

of Styrene (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.5 g of Polyvinylpyrro-

lidone (PVP) K-30; average Mw 40,000 (Fluke) were 

added at room temperature to 100 mL of deionized water 

in a 250-mL three-neck round bottom flask in an oil 

bath. The mixture was stirred at about 100 rpm for 15 

min. After 0.3 g of KPS (Aldrich) as an initiator dis-

solved in 20 mL of deionized water was added, the re-

action mixture was deoxygenated by bubbling nitrogen 

gas at room temperature for 1 h. The mixture temper-

ature was gradually increased to 70oC, and kept at this 

temperature (70±2oC) for 24 h. The mixture was finally 

allowed to cool to room temperature. The PS latex dis-

persions were purified by several cycles of cen-

trifugation, redispersion in MilliQ water and finally 

dispersed in water diluted with an equal volume of 

ethanol. Then 20 μl of Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich) 

(0.1 mmol) and 10 μl of PVP (1wt% in H2O) was added 

at the following suspension (1.5 ml).

2. Preparation of PS monolayer template

The illustration of the experimental set-up for the 

preparation of close-packed monolayer of PS at the 

air/water interface was described elsewhere [28]. 

Firstly, cleaned glass substrate was placed with tilted 

about 20o in the clean Polycarbonate (PC) dish (diameter 

of 130 mm) filled with high quality deionized (DI) water. 

The spheres were introduced to the water surface via a 

wall of PC dish. The 200 μl micro pipet was used to dis-

pense the colloid slowly onto the wall of PC dish at the 

interface between the wall and the surface of the water. 

As the self-assembly proceeds, centimeter-sized ordered 

domains can be identified by their bright interference 

and uniform color. Finally, PS monolayer was slowly 

dropped down on the pre-placed glass substrate (2 cm2). 

Then, to eliminate the residual water, substrate with PS 

monolayer mask was dried at 50oC drying oven for 6 h.

3. Spin-coating process

PEDOT:PSS solution (PH1000) were purchased from 
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Figure 1. SEM image of defect free PS monolayer (a) and digital image of laser diffraction pattern involving regular
hexagon six spot (b).

Heraeus Clevio and diluted by ethanol to reduce the 

viscosity. Prior to spin-coating, we have treated the 

O2 plasma to modify the surface of PS monolayer for 

the hydrophilic surfaces. Then diluted PEDOT:PSS 

solution was coated with different coating speed. 

Lastly, mask template of PS sphere was removed by 

Ethyl acetate (EA) (DAEJUNG chemicals) and dried 

slowly by nitrogen steam.

4. Peel-off process by the cellophane tape

To fabricate the hemisphere pattern shape of 

PEDOT:PSS thin films, diluted PEDOT:PSS solution 

was dropped about 50 ml on the PS mask template (2 

cm2) until covering the whole area. Then it was dried 

for 1h under vacuum desicator and cellophane tape 

was attached on the well dried PEDOT:PSS coated PS 

mask template. Carefully attached cellophane tape 

(3M) was peeled-off from substrate and at the same 

time, upper layer of PEDOT:PSS was removed from 

PS sphere. Remaining PS sphere from substrate was 

removed by same process before mentioned. 

III. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) image of considerably well ordered PS mono-

layer with large area(left) and the digital image of la-

ser diffraction pattern with hexagonal dot(right). As 

seen in Fig. 1(b), the regular hexagon comprised of six 

sharp and bright spots, as well as a central spot, was 

recorded, indicating a perfect hexagonal colloidal sin-

gle crystal with high purity and it is clearly shows 

that it didn’t formed only partially. All of PS sphere 

having each diameter was formed like as Fig. 1(a). 

Using the PS template made as before, the SEM image 

of PEDOT:PSS thin films made by using the spin 

coating process was display in Fig. 2. In this process, 

we have varied coating rpm with rpm of 1,000 to 5,000 

to control the pattern depths. Generally as increasing 

coating rpm, pattern shape was tend to having dis-

tinct contour. According to the using two different 

diameter of PS sphere, we could control the different 

pattern widths of PEDOT:PSS films. However 

cross-sectional image indicate that the pattern was 

not formed well at the low rpm because PEDOT:PSS 

layer over the PS sphere is too much thick. In part of 

using the PS sphere with a diameter of 850 nm, pat-

tern has maximum height of pitch with 130 nm and 

minimum 73 nm. However in the PS diameter of 1,800 

nm, pitch of pattern has maximum height of 300 nm. 

The reason of this unexpected formation is described 

following Fig. 3(d) including mechanism of patterning 

architectures. Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of three 

patterned PEDOT:PSS films at different removing 

time of the process. The as-casted samples are treat-

ed with different dipping times at the EA (0, 2 and 
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Figure 2. SEM images of patterned PEDOT:PSS film with cross sectional view made from as fuction of coating
rpm (a, d) 1000 rpm, (b, e) 3000 rpm, and (c, f) 5000 rpm and diamter of PS sphere (top line) 850
nm and (bottom line) 1,800 nm. All inset image is top view of corresponding SEM.

Figure 3. SEM images of the features obtained in silicon substrates after etching with EA at etching times of (a) 
0 min, (b) 2 min, and (c) 10 min. (d) Illustration of the step of pattern formation by spin coating process.

10min, respectively) while using the same environ-

mental temperature, volume of EA, coating condition 

of PEDOT:PSS solution, and the same sized colloidal 

particle (1200 nm in diameter). To our knowledge, it 

seems to be seriously governed by wet etching times 

and from the Fig. 3a-c, we can imagine following as 

mechanism of Fig. 3d. Firstly, fully covered thin up-

per layer of PEDOT:PSS film was protect to eliminat-

ing of the PS sphere from as the EA. For this reason, 

EA have penetrated into part of the substrate edges 

and starting to remove the beads. At the case of di-

ameter of 1200 nm PS spheres, PEDOT:PSS thin film 

can be transformed to half sphere pattern after being 

exposed to solvent for 2∼3 min. Then, as time goes 

on, the PEDOT:PSS thin film gradually subside on the 

substrate and the following pattern as formed finally 

after 10 min. In spite of well ordered pattern, this 

manner has several problems such as air void for-

mation and pattern height limitation. Therefore, we 

introduce an additional way for controlling the height 

of the pattern in Fig. 4. The experimental diagram of 

peel-off method using cellophane tape are shown in 

Fig. 4 with the SEM image of tilted, cross sectional 

and top view. In this method we have used the diame-
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Figure 4. SEM images against different angles of PEDOT:PSS film by peel-off method (a) 20 tilted, (b) cross section,
and (c) top view. (d) Illustration of the step of pattern formation by peel-off method using cellophane
tape. 

Figure 5. Plot of the sheet resistance data of PEDOTPSS film between patterning and plane as function of spin
coating rpm.

ter of 1200 nm PS monolayer, and it is clearly shows 

pattern height as half of PS diameter. In the same 

way, when using the diameter of 850 nm and 1,800 nm 

PS monolayer, we can find the maximum height of 

pattern was formed about 400 nm, 900 nm respec-

tively. However, pattern created as shown in Fig. 3 

and 4, it didn't apply to organic photovoltaics yet. For 

this reason we couldn't explain what is the most ideal 

structure of PEDOT:PSS pattern in organic photo-

voltaics, many research have reported that structur-

ing of PEDOT:PSS generates more photon by trapping 

of lights. Additionally Robert Meier at all was under-

pinned to the improvement of efficiency by diagram of 

shortening of hole and electron pathway [22,29]. As 

based on these results, patterned PEDOT:PSS thin 

film was measured electrical property to check 

whether it is suitable for OPVs and shown at Fig. 5a. 

Generally it is tend to decrease the sheet resistance 

according to the reduction of spin coating rpm. The 

interesting fact is that structured PEDOT : PSS thin 

film has three times of the high conductivity better 

than non-structured. Also the result was shown that 
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EA which used to PS sphere elimination step does not 

affect to the electrical properties of film. According to 

the these result, increased conductivity of structured 

PEDOT:PSS was explained by Fig. 5b, c. Patterned 

PEDOT:PSS which have honeycomb shape and orthog-

onal parallel line help to flow the current rapidly 

whereas non-structured film may be flowed randomly. 

When this structured film applied to the OPVs, im-

proved light trapping effect and shortened pathway of 

hole was anticipated as well as PCE improvement from 

the increased conductivity. 

IV. Summary

In summary, nanosphere-assisted lithography is 

effective way to pattern high quality and high density 

PEDOT:PSS nanohoneycombs with high aspect ratio 

over a large scale. Also this geometrical pattern was 

easily controlled by apply two different coating 

method. We believe that using these PEDOT:PSS nano 

honeycomb pattern as the hole collection layer prom-

ise to improve the hole collection efficiency in the 

P3HT:PCBM based organic solar cells. It can be at-

tributed to the reduced charge recombination ratio.
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